
Thursday, 11th June 

Good morning, Eagles. Welcome Back!!  

You must all be feeling such mixed emotions. I bet some of you are happy and 

excited and thought this day would never come, but some of you are a little 

nervous and apprehensive about what school will be like. I’m sure some of you are feeling a 

bit of both. 

The staff have been so busy. I’m sure that you can tell this already. I know the school looks 

very different to what you have always known, and you are not in our normal classroom, 

but all of the changes are to keep you and all the staff safe.  

I am sorry that I cannot be in school with you whilst you are back, but all the teachers and 

TAs are going to look after you all. I will be at home organising work for you. I’d like to 

create a page like this every day for you to read so that you know I am thinking of you all.  

Hopefully staff will email me and let me know how you are all getting on at school and then 

I can write to you again in this way after. 

Your work is going to be a mixture of White Rose for your maths, like you are used to, BBC 

Bitesize for some lessons and some other lessons which I will find for you. 

Staff will be talking to you about how your days will be organised, what things you must 

ensure you do, what changes there has to be and where you have access to now. You will 

have opportunities to be outside to play some socially distant games. I am sharing some 

ideas with the teachers every day. However, they would like to see you being creative also 

and making up some activities. Perhaps you can share these ideas with the other bubbles. 

You will have time on the field and in the environmental garden too. 

I have created a well-being calendar of activities for you. There is a task for you every day. 

All the staff have seen this and will be incorporating this into your day. I have also 

suggested that there is class reading and the teachers have organised for you to do some 

shared reading as a group which will be really nice. I hope that you enjoy it.  

All of the changes will feel very strange to begin with but you will get used to this new 

normal. 

A lot of today will be getting used to the new routines, but if you have some time for some 

learning then this is what you will be doing today. 

Maths – solve simple one-step equations 



Your other lessons are from BBC Bitesize.  The English today is writing a newspaper report. 

You have had a lot of experience of this now. Try to remember all of the features we look 

for. This might take a little while to complete. 

Your final Bitesize task for today is Spanish: Free-time, sport and hobbies. Now, we haven’t 
looked at any Spanish before. Lucia will be the expert! I have uploaded some much more 
basic Spanish activities for you to try instead.  
 
You can also use the word of the day PowerPoint as an extra task today. I have uploaded 
this PowerPoint again.  
 
I hope that you have a great first day back and now know what school will be like. 
Remember, it’s strange now, but it will be easier. 
 
Have a really great day. I will be thinking about you all.  
 
Mrs Reeves  

 
 

I thought we wold have some art for the 

last day before half term. So try making an 

agamograph! There’s a picture of what 

they are on the blog. There’s a ready-

made template, but also a PowerPoint 

and a video (it’s a little long winded) for 

you create your own designs. Again, I 

would love to see some and put them on 

the gallery.  


